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Health &
Welfare

Early results from Cermaq’s iFarm sees
sea lice levels reduced by 50 percent

10 February 2022

By Responsible Seafood Advocate

First harvest results suggest ‘good health and welfare’ of
salmon in iFarm net pens
iFarm, a technology that uses visual technology to recognize individual �sh based on their dot patterns,
is producing “high quality” salmon with reduced sea lice levels, according to recent harvest results from
Cermaq – one of the largest seafood companies of farmed salmon in Canada, Chile and Norway.

Cermaq launched the �ve-year project in 2020, stocking the �rst iFarm �sh in the Martnesvika sea site
in late 2020. Using arti�cial intelligence and machine learning, the technology makes it possible to
identify, record and track each individual �sh in a pen, as well as maintain an individual health record
and allow for targeted interventions.

According to Cermaq, results from the �rst harvest suggest that the “health and welfare of the �sh has
been good in the iFarm net pens.” Speci�cally, the need for delousing was reduced by 50 percent in the
iFarm pens compared to the conventional pens on site. Scoring of welfare indicators also indicates
positive health outcomes for the �sh throughout the production.

“The �sh behavior we have observed in phase one tells us that the �sh are doing �ne with the iFarm
equipment in the pen,” said Karl Fredrik Ottem, Cermaq’s iFarm project manager. “This is further
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supported by the results from the harvest. The �sh have had a good life in the iFarm pens.”

(http://info.globalseafood.org/goal-2022-save-the-date)

In phase one of the project, the focus has largely been on adapting the iFarm equipment in the pen to
�sh behavior as well as ensuring that the �sh are well and have good welfare.

Although preliminary results are promising, Cermaq said that there are still “uncertainties” to address.
For instance, the iFarm concept cannot be combined with ordinary underwater feeding equipment, and
the harvest results indicate a need for further development of the underwater feeding system.

“The �rst production has also provided important experience in terms of solutions for integration
between various main components of iFarm and how these should be further developed to improve
handling operations and daily operations,” the company stated in a press release.

Phase one has also involved testing the �rst version of the iFarm sensor at the Martnesvika sea site.
Cermaq said that it’s offered insight into camera arrangement, lighting and data processing to enable a
health record for each �sh.

According to Cermaq, the need for delousing was reduced by 50 percent in the iFarm pens compared to
the conventional pens onsite. Photo credit: Cermaq.
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“Checking the �sh in real-time with cameras from multiple angles opens up to tell more about each �sh,
but at the same time it requires a lot from the software and hardware solutions we develop,” said Geir
Stang Hauge, general manager of BioSort.

In further developing iFarm, phase two will take place in Vesterålen. An entire sea site has been
equipped with iFarm setups in all the pens after the �sh was stocked last autumn. This phase will
involve real full-scale testing of the concept and technology.

“We have learned a lot that we have already implemented in phase two, and we have received a number
of answers that take us to the next step,” said Ottem. “An important part of the innovation work is to
�nd out what works and what does not work.”
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